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Lining System Reduces Canal Water Losses by 81%
Besides concrete, one possible solution to reducing
seepage losses of canals is to use synthetic lining
materials.  In the Lower Rio Grande Valley, there have
been about 13 canal lining projects installed over the
last 6 years.  

The largest project to date was recently completed in
Hidalgo County Irrigation
District No.2.  The District
installed a geomembrane
(geo-textile type) liner
covered with a 3 inch layer of
shotcrete on 7 miles of canal
Lateral A. 

On Nov. 30, the IDEA team
conducted a water loss test
on the newly lined canal.  We
found that the lining system
reduced water losses by 81%
as compared to a test we
conducted in Sep 2002  (0.29
versus 1.38 gal/ft2/day as
measured in 2002).  Some of
the 0.29 gal/ft2/day loss was
due to evaporation which we
cannot measure directly.

Not All Lining Systems
Created Equal
In deciding what type of
liner to use, districts seek a
balance between
effectiveness, installation
costs and maintenance
requirements.  In 2002, the
Bureau of Reclamation
published the report: Canal
Lining Demonstration
Project Year 10 Final
Report ®-02-03, Nov 2002,
by Jay Swihart and Jack
Haynes).   

In this 10-year study, the Bureau evaluated 34 lining
projects implemented by irrigation districts most of which
are located in the Pacific Northwest.   The construction
costs varied significantly, from $0.78 to $2.54/ft2, as did
their effectiveness at seepage reduction (70% - 95%). 
Some of their conclusions are as follows:

Fluid-applied membranes - most failed and were
removed before the end of the study

Concrete - poor long-term effectiveness due to
random cracking

Exposed geomembrane - susceptible to
mechanical damage, short service life, difficult to
maintain

Concrete with geomembrane underliner - most
expensive option but with the highest effectiveness. 
The geomembrane provides the water barrier and the
concrete cover protects the geomembrane from

damage and weathering.  The full
report can be ordered from several
sources, including on-line at
http://www.civilbookstore.com/.

The LRGV Experience
Of the 13 lining projects installed
to date in the LRGV, nine (9)
seem to be functioning well. 
However, four (4) of the first
experimental liners have since
been removed.  These consisted
of short experimental sections
as follows:

• a PVC type produce which
worked well but was expensive

• a rubber type liner which was
effective at reducing seepage,
but experienced UV damage in
just a few years, and had
vandalism problems from kids
playing in the canals

• a composite material
composed of a recycled tire
core covered with
polyurethane outer layers. 
This produce had adhesive
problems with the underlying
original concrete canal and
experienced significant UV
damage

• A geomembrane product that
failed due to installation
problems.

Lining Evaluation Program
The IDEA team has initiated an evaluation program to
document the long term effectiveness of lining projects
in Texas.  We are currently rating the condition of each
liner and will do follow-up inspections every 6 months.  

We are also interested in working with districts to
conduct pre- and post construction water loss rate
tests.  Please contact Eric Leigh to schedule a
seepage loss test or inspections.



Processed thermal image showing possible canal leak

Thermal image located on aerial photograph using GIS

Source of leak

Reports

Thermal Imaging of Canals for Remote Detection of Leaks
Note: this section summaries the findings of new reports or
those of older reports that are relevant to current events or
activities. This report was published in Dec 2002. Copies
of all IDEA program reports are on-line at
http://idea.tamu.edu.

In 2002, we conducted
our first experiment with
thermal imaging for
detecting leaks from
irrigation canals.  This
was a "look and see"
type experiment where
we simply tried out the
technology to determine
if it had any potential by
flying over and imaging
the main canal of United
Irrigation District.

The thermal sensor was
provided and operated by
Dr. Steve Mass,
USDA-ARS Scientists in
Lubbock.  The plane and
other assistance was
provided by the
USDA-ARS Remote
Sensing Lab in Weslaco
which is under the
direction of Dr. Jim Evert. 
Dr. Yanbo Huang of the
IDEA team was
responsible for processing
the imagery, and Eric
Leigh coordinated field
reconnaissance work.

Basically, the technology
works by sensing surface
temperatures which are
translated into different
colors and recorded on
VHS tape.  Water and wet
areas have different
temperature signatures
than the surrounding soil,
structures and vegetation.

After the flyover, Dr.
Huang digitized the video
recording, inspected the
images, and identified 45
sites as having possible
leaks.  

The IDEA team then located each site using the
GIS-based maps of the district.  We inspected 11 of
these sites and found that 10 of these indeed did
have leaks, a 91% success rate.   This success rate

was far higher than the 31%
success rate reported by
researchers in the past.

Two of the 11 sites were in
unlined canal segments which
had obvious holes.  The other
sites were in concrete canals,
many of which had cracks which
were the likely sources of the
leaks.  However, not all of the
leaks were significant.  

The Next Experiment
The next experiment on remote
detection of leaks is scheduled
for mid-February.  Lead
scientists are Dr. Guy Fipps,
project leader, Dr. Reginald
Fletcher, USDA-ARS, Weslaco,
and Dr. Steve Maas, USDA-ARS 
 Lubbock.  

Dr. Maas now has a new
sensor which records thermal
wavelengths, as well as a
broad range of other
frequencies including visible
light.  The sensor also records
directly in digitally format,
eliminating the need for the
time consuming task of
digitizing the video tape.   

To reduce image processing
time, the IDEA team will be
placing markers visible from the
air to identify the canal
segments targeted for analysis.

In addition to the identification
of leaks, we also will
investigate the ability of the
technology to detect segments
without leaks but which have
high seepage loss rates. 
During the experiment, we also
will flyover an underground
pipeline.  



New Map Release
In early February 2005, we will release our newest
set of maps of irrigation districts in the Rio Grande
River Basin Region.   New maps will be available of
all irrigation districts with Class A water rights along
the Rio Grande River including Redford and 
El Paso districts.

Work on updating our maps of districts began over a
year ago.  Our goals are to produce a new set of
maps which:

• have been updated based on improved
information on water distribution networks
now available

• can serve as a tool for both day-today district
management and rehabilitation project
planning

• include an electronic version which can be
used by districts without GIS capability.

Features and Procedures
The new maps include the following features:

(1) entire canal systems, most of the pipelines,
and resacas, rivers, and reservoirs 

(2) main pumping plants and diversion points 
(3) aerial photograph background to provide

physical references
(4) major state and county roads

New aerialphotographs (taken during the period
2000-2002)  are now available which cover about 80%
of the districts.  These GIS-based photographs were
produced by the US Geological Survey and have
resolutions of 2 feet.  We experimented with various
combinations of color and brightness in order to
produce a photographic background that is easy to see
and use as a physical reference.

Adding major state and county roads became an
unexpected large effort.  Martin Barroso, GIS
Specialist was in charge of this task.  The road theme
from TxDOT had to be redrawn since it did not exactly
line up with the GIS based photographs and district
maps.  Not all county roads were not included, so
Martin drew these using the aerial photographs as a
reference and his knowledge from growing up in the
Valley.
 
Obtaining Copies
Complementary maps will be made available to the
districts.  Additional copies will be available for
ordering on the IDEA website (http://idea.tamu.edu). 
There will be several options including map size and
type of paper.  For districts with GIS capabilities, the
shape files will be available at no charge.  

For other districts, we can provide a pdf version, 
viewable using Adobe
Acrobat Reader which
provides the capability
to zoom in and print
out specific portions of
the district.
  
Other Maps
Besides maps of
individual districts, we
have published three
additional series of 
maps, all of which can
be viewed and
downloaded on-line. 
Printed copies of the
maps can also be
ordered on the  IDEA
website in a variety of
paper types and sizes. 
These include US
Congressional District
Maps, the Municipal
Water Supply Network
of districts and
regional scale maps
(http://idea.tamu.edu). 

Products



UPDATES

Dr. Bob Hill

Eric Leigh

Water Measurement Workshop Set for February
The Third Rio Grande Valley Water Measurement Workshop is being held February 2- 3, 2005.  This workshop will provide an
overview of common flow measurement devices and structures used in irrigation districts.  The instructors are irrigation
specialists Dr. Robert Hill of the Utah State University and Dr. Guy Fipps.

On Feb 2, the morning session will be held at the Palm Aire in Weslaco and lunch will be included,
followed by a technical tour during which several types of portable meters will be demonstrated.  On
Feb 3, a working tour is being organized where the instructors and tour participants will visit proposed
water measurement sites in districts and provide recommendations. 

The workshop is designed for district managers, directors and others with an interest in water
measurement.  Participants will learn the advantages and disadvantages of the principle methods,
structures and equipment used for water measurement in irrigation districts.

For more information contact Brad Cowan at the Hidalgo County Extension Office at 956-383-1026. 
Workshop information can also be found at our website: http://idea.tamu.edu.

Leigh Relocates to College Station
Eric Leigh, Extension Associate has relocated his headquarters from Weslaco to Texas A&M
University in College Station.  Eric will still be working full time as a member of the IDEA program
team and is expected to travel frequently to the border region to conduct field projects and training
classes, and to provide technical assistance.  

Eric plans are to begin college courses leading eventually to a Master of Science in engineering.
Eric's office is in the Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, Room 322 Scoates Hall. 
His email remains the same: e-leigh@tamu.edu; his office phone number is 979-458-3583.

At the IDEA office in Weslaco, Martin Barroso, GIS Technician (956-969-5615) will now be the chief
contact for persons with questions and requests for assistance on GIS and related topics.  Askar
Karimov, Extension Associate (956-969-5618) is also located in Weslaco.

New Fact Sheets Nearing Completing
The IDEA team has review drafts completed of two new publications:

(1)  Ponding Test Manual for Measuring Water Losses of Irrigation Canals
(2)  Automatic Gate and Flow Control Systems for Irrigation Districts

Persons interested in reviewing and commenting on these fact sheets should contact Eric Leigh.  All reviews are
appreciated and will be considered carefully.  The purpose of the publications is to provide a "how to" guide for districts

       and their consultants.   The fact sheets will be published later this year with funds from the Rio Grande Basin Initiative.

Mailing list control: http://idea.tamu.edu/newsletter

Support of IDEA programs are provided by Texas Cooperative Extension through the "Irrigation Conservation in the Rio Grande
Basin Initiative," administered by the Texas Water Resources Institute with funds provided through a grant from the Cooperative
State Research, Education, and Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, under Agreements No. 2003-34461-13278 and
No. 2001-45049-01149.   For program information, see http://riogrande.tamu.edu.

The Irrigation District Engineering and Assistance Program is under the direction of Dr. Guy Fipps and is a program of the Irrigation
Technology Center, a center of the Texas Water Resources Institute, Texas A&M University System, administrated through Texas
Cooperative Extension and the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.  IDEA Team members include Martin Barroso, David Flahive,
Yanbo Huang, Askar Karimov. Eric Leigh, and Burak Turan.  Website: http://idea.tamu.edu.
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